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Determining where within the hoof capsule the distal phalanx (P3) lies is crucial in being
able to properly balance the equine hoof. There is a fairly easy way to map out the hoof
to estimate this with almost perfect accuracy regardless of the hoof being viewed. Pony,
Standard, Draft or Mini – the hooves are basically the same with the same
measurements.
The illustrations below show the landmarks to determine the placement of the P3 within
the capsule of any hoof:

Illustration 1

Illustration 2

When first assessing the equine hoof for balanced trimming one needs to thoroughly
clean the hoof, especially the area around the apex of the frog. In overgrown hooves,
the “true apex” may be hidden under an overgrown frog apex. The frog may be trimmed
back in order to reveal the actual apex of the hoof. The apex will be the deepest, most
concave, spot noticeable in the sole. (Illustration 1)
Once the TRUE apex is determined then the placement of the tip of the P3 can be
easily determined as well. The tip of the P3 is the landmark for determining the proper
breakover of the hoof. It is at the tip of the P3 that the breakover of the hoof should be
placed. If any mechanical rockering of the toe callus is to be done it is trimmed lightly
from this breakover point to the distal edge of the toe at your 10⃰ or 15⃰ degree angle. As
noted on illustration 1, the tip of the P3 lies approximately 1” forward of the true apex.
Illustration 2 notes the P3 within the hoof capsule.
To determine the widest point of the hoof one will measure approximately 1” back from
the true apex towards the heel. At this point, within the capsule, the center of the P3 is
placed around which the hoof capsule is trimmed. The widest part of the capsule is
noted in the illustrations by the red lines marked along the side of the sole. If one draws
a line from side to side on the hoof it will be noted that the line will fall at the ends of the

bars where they blend into the sole. One can feel a slight bump at those points on the
sole itself. The distance from the widest point of the sole back to the widest part of the
frogs at the heel will be approximately 2/3rds the distance as from the breakover to the
true apex. The heels will be trimmed back to the widest part of the frog in order to
achieve this correct ratio of 1/3:2/3.
Now that the breakover is determined and the widest part of the sole is determined the
distance from the breakover to the distal edge of the hoofwall can be determined for
proper balance.
From the breakover to the distal edge will also be
approximately 1” distance. In over grown toes this may
take you into the white line of the hoof as the white line
becomes stretched with lack of wear or trimming in
overgrown toes. Bringing the toes back from the top
(while hoof is on the stand) to the point that the laminae is
live and begins to ‘stick’ to the toe of the hoof (it will
resemble parmesan cheese sticking to the hoofwall) is an
accurate determination for proper toe length of that hoof.
(Illustration 3). Red line on illustration marks angle of rasp
when taking toe back. Remember – we want to bring the
toe BACK and not thin the wall so be careful of the angle
of your rasp. Think of a 90* angle to the wall as in a “T”
angle.)
Once the toe has been brought back sufficiently, the rest
of the hoof wall can also be brought back in the same
manner to match the toe. Use your hairline as a guide.
Trimming the toe and wall back in this manner will help to
ensure a uniform thickness of wall (Michael Savoldi, “Uniform Sole Thickness”)
http://www.soundhooves.com/PDF/Savoldi_uniform_sole_thickness.pdf
Now that you’ve determined where the P3 lies within the hoof capsule and you’ve
trimmed back the toes you can now set about trimming the rest of the hoof to achieve
medial/lateral and anterior/posterior balance according to the individual needs of the
‘hoof-in-hand’.

